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Abstract. Biometric authentication is a process of verifying an identity claim
using a person’s behavioural and physiological characteristics. Due to the vul-
nerability of the system to environmental noise and variation caused by the user,
fusion of several biometric-enabled systems is identified as a promising solution.
In the literature, various fixed rules (e.g. min, max, median, mean) and train-
able classifiers (e.g. linear combination of scores or weighted sum) are used to
combine the scores of several base-systems. How exactly do correlation and im-
balance nature of base-system performance affect the fixed rules and trainable
classifiers? We study these joint aspects using the commonly used error mea-
surement in biometric authentication, namely Equal Error Rate (EER). Similar
to several previous studies in the literature, the central assumption used here is
that the class-dependent scores of a biometric system are approximately normally
distributed. However, different from them, the novelty of this study is to make a
direct link between the EER measure and the fusion schemes mentioned. Both
synthetic and real experiments (with as many as 256 fusion experiments carried
out on the XM2VTS benchmark score-level fusion data sets) verify our proposed
theoretical modeling of EER of the two families of combination scheme. In par-
ticular, it is found that weighted sum can provide the best generalisation perfor-
mance when its weights are estimated correctly. It also has the additional advan-
tage that score normalisation prior to fusion is not needed, contrary to the rest of
fixed fusion rules.
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